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1. Problem Statement

Given an input image, the goal is to produce 2D bounding boxes for CGLs (potential
hideouts) in that image. CGLs usually lie around the edges of items like furniture,
pillars, doors, windows, staircase, etc. We refer to these items as obscuring items. We
define image regions around edges of obscuring items as CGLs.

Since it is not feasible to classify any region of an image as a hideout (CGL) without
looking at its surroundings, CGL detection requires context-aware detection and
understanding of the complex 3D spatial relationships between neighboring regions
within an image.

CGL detection finds applications in military counter-insurgency operations and
intelligent scene surveillance with path planning for a robot.

2. Input

Single RGB image which may or may not contain CGL(s).

3. Output

● Bounding boxes (coordinates) for CGLs present in the input image.
● Demo should run on any test image.
● Team/Individual selecting this TPA will have to annotate at least 100 more samples from

indoor and a few outdoor scenes.



4. Dataset
In-house VPLab CGL detection dataset:
1400 images having around 13K annotated CGL instances.
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